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AI based Law Monitor*

Seamlessly navigate legislative updates with ease to boost your workflow.

The AI based Law Monitor automates the process of regularly checking sources of legislation and identifying the key 
relevant changes vs. previous versions. 

 Automatically monitor sources and get informed when changes and amendments are made
 Automatic comparison and highlighting of relevant differences
 Supports different formats: images, tables, text.
 Store and manage legislation texts 

Automate the tracking and 
identification of relevant 
changes with AI.

*Adjustable to other use cases (e.g.: IPs, 
norm and standard monitoring, etc.)

Store and Manage Legislation Texts

Self-Service application to save 
legislation documents including 
tables and images. Currently 
supporting legislations from 20+ 
political entities and languages.

Stay Ahead with Real-Time
Legislative Updates

Automated monitoring of 
government sources for the 
latest amendments and instant 
alerts on new versions of 
tracked legislation.

Intuitive Legal Change Tracking

Experience effortless tracking and 
comparison of legislative documents 
in a user-friendly interface. Instantly 

highlight differences, providing 
quick, at-a-glance assessments 

between new and previous 
versions for streamlined analysis.

Certified, Multi-Tenant 
SaaS Application

PSA-certified SaaS app on GCP 
caters to multiple tenants with 

Single Sign-On and offers a robust 
API for seamless integration
and enhanced functionality.

What is in it for me?
Significantly automates and optimizes the process that is still manual in 
several instances.

What is included?
The solution is offered as a SaaS tool with standardized functions which can 
be further  customized with additional functions as per the client needs. 

What is the price? Depends on the specific project needs.

Benefits
 Reduce costs and increase productivity through real-time updates, relevant change detection and more functions.
 Significantly speed up the implementation of regulation changes in your product development and organization.

*Disclaimer - Image for illustration only. This dynamic solution keeps getting updated as per new requirements.
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